James, McDonald hurt in wreck

By Michael Pierce

Senior Tim James and sophomore Kendra McDonald were seriously in-
jured in an auto accident last Sunday afternoon, according to Knox County 
Chief Deputy Sheriff Walton. The two 
students were leaving Gambier on 
route McA into McDonald's home at Mansfield when the accident happened on State Route 308 only about one quarter of a mile north of Gambier.

Since the accident is still under inves-
tigation, Walton would only say that it was a two-vehicle head on accident. The other vehicle was driven by Kenyon Student Dan Puller who was not injured. As of yet, no one has been cited for any wrongdoing.

James was flown by helicopter to Grant Hospital Columbus where he is in the intensive care unit with injuries to the head and lacerations on the face. McDonald was taken by ambulance to the Ohio State University Hospital in Columbus with fractures of her right arm and leg, collar bone and pelvis. Dean Thomas Edward's roommate, Janet Wright, said that contrary to rumors, neither student is in a body cast, both students are ex-
pected to recover and it was James not McDonald who was driving.

Coach Kindbom stays

By Bob Warburton

Head football and baseball coach Larry Kindbom has chosen to remain at Kenyon a decision he made before Christmas Break and shortly after

announcing that he had accepted a head 
coaching offer from Kalamazoo Col-
lege. His alma mater.

The Kenyon program is to be used as a guideline for the future renovations, it is subject to revision. Reading plans to set up a committee to examine the vi-
bility of the plan and to evaluate possible revisions. He says that "we want everyone who has an interest in these ideas to voice their opinion." He says that

the use of space in the buildings will have to be reassessed and the needs of the future, as well as the present occup-
ants are factors to be considered in exam-
ing the future renovations to the buildings. President Jordan expects a complete description of the renovations by spring of this year.

Karchberger proposal is to feature football and baseball teams on a solid "foundation" and he hopes to continue to "build" on the progress that's been made.

"It's a nice place to be right now,"

"I enjoy the people here." Kindbom said referring to what he called the "special friendships" he has made at Kenyon. He said that the relationships

with the dining service, the grounds

crew and the maintenance workers be-
came very important to him.

Kindbom said that the Kenyon Ad-
nunciation did not try to influence him to buy by offering more money or benefits. "The only thing they offered was their support," he said.
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Firm contracted to study renovation

By Meryn Ersou

Discussions about the plans for the in-
ternal renovation of Ascension, Hanna, Lamp, and Old Kenyon has been
prayed by President Philip Jordan's announce-
ment in the Student Affairs Coun-
cil of the Board of Trustees that he
would complete a description of
the proposal plans by spring.

The architectural firm of Karchberger and Associates, Inc. was commissioned to study the living conditions of these
buildings and formulate a proposal for the internal renovation of them. Accord-

ing to Robert Reading, Assistant Dean for Student Residences, the "basic
character" and the current occupancy of the buildings were to be maintained, but certain other guidelines were offered by the College.

Karchberger and Associates met with Tim Edwards and the Housing Coun-
cil. The firm also talked with vari-
ous members of all the buildings in order to understand and accommodate the needs and desires of the occupants. Dis-

cussions about the Karchberger proposal

fostered from the fact that it includes only one multi-purpose lounge per building in the student residences. Maintenance will lose their individual lounges if the Karchberger proposal is set in its present form.

Dean Reading said that though the

Deans wed

The Collegian staff would like to congratulate Dean Kathryn Adkins and Robert Reading on their recent marriage. The couple was married at Salisbury, Maryland, the bride's hometown on December 29 and later honeymooned on the Carib-

bean island of Antigua. Dean Ad-

kins has decided to retain her maiden name.

The campus dining service has hired an Amish baker to train campus bakers in the art of Amish baking. The Dining service expects the quality of desserts to increase. Amish baked goods will also be featured in the Gund Snack shop.
COMMENTARY

What happened to courtesy?

Trust. Honesty. Courtesy. These are the things that make a small town atmosphere and a small town feel like you are welcome, trusted and at home with friends. At least most of the time anyway.

It is frustrating that many would have to return to Kenyon and face the friendly atmosphere of the Kenyon Bookstore. In the past there had been a shopping problem and measures were taken to correct this problem. Students were told to "Drop 'em here" and were superbly reminded that "They Shall Not Steal." All part of the small town atmosphere of trust and friendship.

Now, of course, we epiphanyize with the Bookstore and its manager that shoppers have created a problem and this problem needs to be corrected. While nothing tangible goes on in the store it is certainly much easier to make off with precious items than from the kitchen drawer or Dr. Sen's books from the cause. But there has to be a better way of solving the problem than enforcing police tactics on everyone who enters the Bookstore.

A simple "Please leave bookshelves here" would probably accomplish the goal of keeping backspace and the general area area, and would certainly offend fewer people that "Drop 'em here." Trust can be real, or it can just be paid lip service. And hard in this mood to count on not treat each and every person as if they are a potential criminal.

Insult added to injury

In a previous editorial, we expressed our fears about the physical appearance of the Kenyon Inn/Rodero Inn. Unfortunately, our worst fears have now been realized and the area has been turned into an ugly building, and have decided to charge Hilton rates for their rooms.

Remember, of course, that the destruction of the Alumni House was perhaps the best interest of the College and the community. Alumni would have to pay for the new Inn, and after costs have been realized, turnover over the College, whereby everyone would benefit. Everyone, it turns out, except those who take an interest in the beauty and atmosphere of the College campus.

Now, faced with a multitude that is disastrous. The old Alumni House was very cheap, serving as something of a boarding house. Prospective, families, visitors, even students made use of the affordable rates, enticing persons to prolong their visits to Kenyon. Also, such daycare gone.

Faced with the prospect of paying through the nose for a room, who will want to stay at Kenyon? Even outsiders, will not be able to afford room in an Inn supposedly built for their own. The charm and the old-fashioned hospitality that the Alumni House offered has now been re- placd by crazy professors.

The effect is ultimately detrimental to all. Kenyon can claim the dubious distinction of having one of the most expensive hotels in the Mount Vernon area - not if the most inflated rates. We do not deserve such a distinction as it destroys the close atmosphere that Kenyon fosters. Our only concern should be that we should not dine, the owners are under the delusion that they can make a profit charging such outrageous prices.
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Reactivity trend reflected by discrimination charges

To the Editor,

The "men's studies" scholarship our poor student has been seeking is plainly located in the vague body of male domi- nated scholarship from this and past centu- ries, and this is reflected in the lib- rary's stacks.

I feel qualified, if only out of a sense of human sympathy and a limited awareness of the world as it is and has been, to assure Mr. Roob that his precious male scholar- ship award is not affected by this academic field's new growth any more than that has ever been affected by new trends skil- challenge and respectable class- mind. I can only hope in state, will be obsolete soon.

In the meantime, I urge the College to challenge these empty, illogical and inconsistent ignorant drags, though I grant it is an uncomfortable desire to do even grace with them. In the

Sincerely,
Michael Cannizzaro '83

Discrimination charges are insulting

To the Editor,

I would like to respond to Matthew Roob's sexual harassment complaint. Before vacation, he claimed that he has been mentally damaged by several se- curities of discrimination at favor of women. I claim that the sexual harassment code and to women. He argues that there should be a men's studies class because there is a women's studies class. Yet all class studies men's studies. The reason Kenyon does not need a course in charges is in order if the very least, that the obvious is that it is not that every course deals with men's studies.

For instance, a survey of History studies are mostly male and may a few female artists. Therefore a class on only women is essential to any liberal arts college. If there were a class on black studies, would Mr. Roob com- plain that there was no class on white studies? Why then would this case be different?

This leads to another complaint that Mr. Roob filed. He questions why there is a Women's Center and not a Men's. He does not bring up the fact that there

Sincerely,
Kay Berman

Writers in demand

- NEWS
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Join the staff of the Kenyon Collegian as a writer. No experience necessary and assignments are available every week. If interested contact Bob Warburton (2608) or up to the Collegian office.
On the road with the Kokes - Winter Tour

By Jim Weiss

With an ambicious schedule of 17 con- cert dates in a 7-day time, the Kokers converged on Washington D.C. January 2, to begin their 1985-86 Tour. After a grueling rehearsal on the 26th, the Kokes wasted no time in getting their concerts the "very next day." By the course of the week and a half to a follow, they sang formally for prep schools, Kenyon admissions and other groups, and the general pub- lic, in locations ranging from D.C. to Philadelphia to New York in the Boston area. In addition, they sang informally in bars, coffee shops, and McDonald's along the way.

Under the leadership of President Emeritus '85 and music director Chris '85, things on tour went extremely smoothly for the group. De- spite being plied by minor car prob- lems and an amazing ability to mineral- mages, the Kokes were generally on time to their appointments and always ready for their next concert. Looking back on the tour, David Barritt, a new member of the group, stated, "The tour required a lot of hard work, but after that it was one awesome party. The best part was the singing, though, especially when we heard each other's voices. In addition to hah singing and for its own sake, the Kokosingers were also taking too much money for their album, due to be re- cored this spring. Financially, the tour was a master success, as the group raised over half of what they will eventu- ally need.

The tour also allowed the Kokes to keep in contact with many of their East Coast alumni. Recent graduates, Jim Twelvetrees '84, Joe Horvath '85, and Doug Dowd '83, along with Jim Horvacs '90, one of the original founders of the group, were among those whom the current Kokes encountered along the way. At Nimrod's N.Y.C bar which has become an annual reunion spot for the Kokes for the past five years, the singing, drinking free beer, seeing alumni, and singing more continued until 4:00 a.m. On nights like that it became clear that the tour truly was one big party.

All in all, the tour was lot of fun for the Kokosingers -- consisting of Rich- ardson, Anderson, Barritt, and senior Kyle Priester, juniors Dan Reidinger, Ross Agostini, and Mike Par- rill, Jim Weiss, sophomore Jim Trimna- na, and freshman Chris Tepryan. More than just a chance to raise needed funds for the group and increased Kenyon's exposure to prospective stu- dents, who received the Kokosingers enthusiastically everywhere. Though the tour was infrequently a success, as Chris Anderson said, "I think we can all agree that the endeavor was a smash in both fun and finance."

The Kokes are now looking forward to their next recording date and their Kenyon winter concert, scheduled for February 22.

---

Old-time fiddling in Gambier

Some people suppose that the days of attending fiddlers are long gone, but re- ally those are being lost and forgot- ten, but commercial pressures have mixed the best old-time oldies. Fortunately, three musicians from Hocking County, Indiana, appear in concert at Rose Hall on the Kenyon College campus in Gambier on January 9 at 8 P.M. Admission is $5 to Kenyon students, $10 Bar open to students, faculty and staff. The event is sponsor- sed by the Gambier Folkloric Society and Kenyon Special Projects.

Recently festivals and concerts in the United States and Europe, the band has earned an outstanding reputation for their exciting musicmanship, fine sing- ing, and support with ukelele. Lutchez and Higginbotham's first album, Buffalo Gold, was very enthusias- tically received, and the band is working on its second album. The band's repertoire includes songs from across old-time country blues, and bluegrass styles to completely original material. While re- maining faithful to the traditional sources of its tunes and songs, the band adds its own zestful interpretations -- including new songs by Higginbotham that are old-time in flavor.

Nothing warms the spirit like an even- ing of great fiddle band music and songs that touch the heart and the funny bone. Don't miss Lutchez, Higginbotham and Ritchie on January 19. For more infor- mation call extension 2347.

Happenings

Musical melodrama --- George Gund Art Museum Baroque Orchestra will play a Rose Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Stringed sensation --- The Folk Society is sponsoring a concert given by two veteran musicians Lutchez, Higgin- botham and Ritchie in Rose Hall at 1/8 p.m.

Byzantium re-visited --- Faculty Lect- ure. "An Evening in Byzantium," given by professors Har- risson Mills and Timothy Gorgy of OSU. Byzantium civilization will take place in Rose Hall 2/12 at 8 p.m.

---

Ballet of a Soldier

In recent films the anti-war theme has been popular. Yet, one of the best anti- war oriented movies is one from the six- ties called Ballet of a Soldier. The story traces the journey of a soldier on leave from his duty. As he travels home, he meets the true victims of war, his countrymen. Everywhere he goes he steps to help others. Soon his leave is up and he must return without really going home.

Even though the plot is relatively sim- ple, it makes some major statements about the effects of war and the fact that the film is a Russian help to emphasize that the search for peace is universal. D. Schwartz

Ballad of a Soldier


In indications of how "not" a film is, directly below sexual and violent acts per minute ranks Academy Award nomi- nations. Ragtime received eight. Based loosely on E. L. Doctorow's 1975 novel, the film infuses the actual life of the turn of the century with fiction.

Ragtime traces several different plot lines meandering through the century, emphasizing mostly the plight of Coalhouse Tomson, Jr. a negro pianist. An incident involving a few Southerners and their chief, who is not an equal opportunity employer, Damages not only Coalhouse's car, but also his pride and restraint. Filled with anarchy for a paycheck and the future judicial system of his time, Coalhouse designs plans to avere the social atmosphere. A film that concerns itself with major events of the past century. Ragtime is worth an hour. J. Rock

Woman of the Year

Directed by George Stevens. Starring Katherine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy. 1942, 112 minutes.

Woman of the Year, the first film in the Katharine Hepburn series, is a won- dersful comedy-drama whose natural and intelligent script won an Academy Award. It concerns two journalists (Sam Tracy), a sportswriter, and Taz (Hepburn), an international affai- crim. Since their feeds in print, the two manage to fall in love. Between verbal fights, they court, marry, and find some more. They have nothing truly in common with their mates, and the attraction, but they make it work in spite of the odds against them.

The chemistry between Hepburn and Tracy is the main factor which carries this film off as well as does. In addi- tion, Woman of the Year makes quite a statement for feminism in conjunction with feminism, it's a film well worth seeing. J. Swale

FREE COUPON

½ dz. Cookies
Gund Sweet 'n Bakery Cafe
Gund Commons Building
expires 3-3-85
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Freshmen lead cagers toward respectability

By John Welchell

The men's basketball team had a tough month of games, following the last month, winning two and losing four.
The first victory came in a home against Oberlin in a game that seemed to really get on track as the Lords put up an 8-0 lead and kept their opponents from scoring for the first five and a half minutes. The Lords capitalized on many turnovers and missed shots by Wilmington on route to a 25 point lead near the end of the first half. The score at the end of the first half was 42-21 as Paul Bauer made a jumper at the buzzer. The final score was 65-57 in favor of the Lords.
The Colonial City Classic was next for Kenyon and in the first round of the tournament the Lords ran into an Ear- ham team that was not to be denied as Kenyon was trimmed 86-66. The Lords had three players in double figures. Chris Russell had 15, Bauer came away with 11, and Mark Henry finished with 10 points. Earham played a perfect game at both ends of the court with a strong defense led by a 6'7" center who had eight blocked shots and contributed 15 points on the offensive end. Earham shot 64% from the floor. In their second game the Lords lost a close game in overtime to Baldwin Wallace, 88-84. At the end of regulation time the score was tied at 74 and the Lords just could not stay with B-W at the end. There were four players for Kenyon in double figures, Chris Russell led the Lords with 27 points, and Bauer trailed in 12, Henry had 14, and Fred Stewart finished with 11 points.
The next victory for the Lords came when they played Mount Vernon.

Kenyon fourth in NCAC all-sports race

If its first season is any indication, the North Coast Athletic Conference is on its way to establishing itself as one of the most diverse and excellent conferences in all of NCAA Division III.
Six of the seven North Coast champi- ons among Conference fall sports were selected for the NCAC fall sports, or ranked in the national top ten for Divi- sion III.
Case Western Reserve University was the nation's ninth ranked team in the final football ratings and although losing undefeated at 9-0, beating two other ranked teams, the Spartans were not chosen for the NCAC All-America team.
The NCAC's co-originator in football, Den- nison (8-3) and Kenyon (7-2) enjoyed one of their finest grid seasons. Both teams recorded wins in the national poll consistently for most of the season - the record of each team in the United States. National football had a winning 13-12 record out of conference and defeated four of the five ranked teams they encountered.

Super Bowl in the Shoppes

On Sunday, Jan. 20, at 4:00 p.m. the pre-game show along with the 1985 Super Bowl will be telecast on one of the largest TV screens in the area. Popcorn, peanuts along with a good deal on hot dogs will add to this event.

Be sure to be at the Shoppes this Sunday

Ladies shine on the court

By Darryl Shankle

After an 11-month layoff, the Kenyon Ladies basketball team returned to action last weekend as the host team for the NCAC Conference women's basketball meet. Lady Knights lost their 11th game to the CC in a 71-61 loss. So far this season the CC has defeated the NCAC in the women's basketball conference games. The Kenyon Lady Knights are 10-11 on the season.

The second half was a blowout as the CC put up a 14-point lead to take the lead and win the game 71-61.

This was the first season that the CC has defeated the NCAC in the women's basketball conference games. The Lady Knights are 10-11 on the season.

The CC put up a 14-point lead to take the lead and win the game 71-61.

This was the first season that the CC has defeated the NCAC in the women's basketball conference games. The Lady Knights are 10-11 on the season.

The second half was a blowout as the CC put up a 14-point lead to take the lead and win the game 71-61.